The Low-Activity Waste Pretreatment System (LAWPS) is being developed to provide treated supernatant liquid from the Hanford tank farms directly to the Low-Activity Waste (LAW) Vitrification Facility at the Hanford Tank Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant. The design and development of the LAWPS is being conducted by Washington River Protection Solutions, LLC. A key process in LAWPS is the removal of radioactive Cs in ion exchange (IX) columns filled with spherical resorcinolformaldehyde (sRF) resin. One accident scenario being evaluated is the loss of liquid flow through the sRF resin bed after it has been loaded with radioactive Cs and hydrogen gas is being generated by radiolysis. In normal operations, the generated hydrogen is expected to remain dissolved in the liquid and be continuously removed by liquid flow. For an accident scenario with a loss of flow, hydrogen gas can be retained within the IX column both in the sRF resin and below the bottom screen that supports the resin within the column. The purpose of this report is to summarize calculations that estimate the upperbound volume of hydrogen gas that can be retained in the column and potentially be released to the headspace of the IX column or to process equipment connected to the IX column and, thus, pose a flammability hazard.
The Low-Activity Waste Pretreatment System (LAWPS) is being developed to provide treated supernatant liquid from the Hanford tank farms directly to the Low-Activity Waste (LAW) Vitrification Facility at the Hanford Tank Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant. The design and development of the LAWPS is being conducted by Washington River Protection Solutions, LLC. A key process in LAWPS is the removal of radioactive Cs in ion exchange (IX) columns filled with spherical resorcinolformaldehyde (sRF) resin. One accident scenario being evaluated is the loss of liquid flow through the sRF resin bed after it has been loaded with radioactive Cs and hydrogen gas is being generated by radiolysis. In normal operations, the generated hydrogen is expected to remain dissolved in the liquid and be continuously removed by liquid flow. For an accident scenario with a loss of flow, hydrogen gas can be retained within the IX column both in the sRF resin and below the bottom screen that supports the resin within the column. The purpose of this report is to summarize calculations that estimate the upperbound volume of hydrogen gas that can be retained in the column and potentially be released to the headspace of the IX column or to process equipment connected to the IX column and, thus, pose a flammability hazard.
An evaluation of gas retention mechanisms shows that hydrogen bubbles are expected to be retained in the bed of sRF resin. The largest retained hydrogen volume in the sRF resin bed occurs when the settled bed of sRF resin becomes neutrally buoyant in the supernatant liquid. Once gas retention causes the sRF resin bed to exceed neutral buoyancy, a spontaneous gas release event is expected that has the potential to release all of the hydrogen gas retained in the bed. In addition to hydrogen retention in the settled bed of sRF resin, hydrogen gas is also expected to be retained below the Johnson screen that supports the sRF resin within the column; this is due to surface tension and the resulting capillary pressure that resists the ability of a gas bubble to penetrate the Johnson screen and/or the bed of sRF particles supported by the screen.
The location of the retained gas and the height of liquid above it affect the pressure of the gas and its volume when released from the column to atmospheric pressure. Three cases are considered for the location and quantity of retained gas, and for each case, results are given for two different gas retention mechanisms and three different fluids. These cases and conditions were selected to provide bounding (maximum) estimates of the gas volume released. The largest gas volume released occurs with water in the column in comparison to a liquid having nominal LAW physical properties and to a liquid having the bounding high density for LAW. Further, the largest gas volume released occurs using the neutral buoyant gas fraction with gas retained in liquid-displacing bubbles rather than by the alternate particledisplacing bubble gas retention mechanism. The maximum calculated volume of released gas is 0.521 m 
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Introduction
The primary mission of the U.S. Department of Energy Office of River Protection is to retrieve and process approximately 56 million gallons of radioactive waste from 177 underground tanks located on the Hanford Site. As part of achieving this mission, Washington River Protection Solutions, LLC (WRPS) is developing the Low-Activity Waste Pretreatment System (LAWPS) to provide treated supernatant liquid from the Hanford tank farms directly to the Low-Activity Waste (LAW) Vitrification Facility at the Hanford Tank Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant (Ansolabehere 2016) .
A key process in LAWPS is the removal of radioactive Cs using columns filled with spherical resorcinol-formaldehyde (sRF) ion exchange (IX) resin (Ansolabehere 2016; Aguilar 2016) . One accident scenario being evaluated for this process is the loss of liquid flow through the sRF resin bed after it has been loaded with radioactive Cs and hydrogen gas is being generated by radiolysis. In normal operations with liquid flow, the generated hydrogen is expected to remain dissolved in the liquid and be continuously removed by liquid flow. For an accident scenario with a loss of liquid flow, hydrogen gas can be retained within the IX column both in the sRF resin and below the bottom screen that supports the resin within the column. The objective of this study is to estimate an upper-bound volume of hydrogen gas that can be retained in the column and potentially be released to the headspace of the IX column or to process equipment connected to the IX column and, thus, pose a flammability hazard. Figure 1 .1 shows a general schematic of the planned full-scale sRF resin IX bed and the conceptual configuration of a break tank for removal of hydrogen gas that might be released from the IX column (Aguilar 2016) . The dimensions shown in Figure 1 .1 will be used for estimating the maximum potential volume of retained hydrogen gas that can be released to the break tank that is ventilated with air, and these dimensions are summarized in Section 3.0. Note that the recirculation pump and the resin bed fluidization capability depicted in Figure 1 .1 are not applied in this analysis.
The approach for estimating the maximum potential retained hydrogen gas is to postulate likely scenarios for the location and mechanisms of retaining hydrogen bubbles in the IX column, based on the existing understanding of gas retention mechanisms, and then calculate the amount of hydrogen retained for each scenario to determine the bounding conditions. Because the location of the retained gas affects the volume of hydrogen when released, due to the difference in hydrostatic head from the top to the bottom of the column, the technical approach includes estimating the volume of gas after it has been released into the break tank at ambient pressure. Section 1.1 summarizes the expected mechanisms of gas bubble retention in the sRF resin and below the bottom screen in the IX column and describes three scenarios for maximum retention in the IX column. Following a discussion in Section 2.0 of the quality assurance (QA) program and requirements, Section 3.0 summarizes the IX column configuration and fluid and sRF resin properties. Section 4.0 gives the technical approach and results for the potential size of a pancake bubble below the bottom screen, and Section 5.0 provides the calculation approach and results for the maximum potential volume of hydrogen gas for the combination of gas retention in the sRF resin bed and in a pancake bubble for the three scenarios.
1.2 
Gas Retention Scenarios in the IX Column
When hydrogen (H2) is being generated by radiolysis within an IX column and is not removed by flowing liquid, individual gas bubbles can form and are expected to be retained in the settled bed of sRF resin. It is also possible for a large and flat "pancake" bubble to be retained below the bottom screen. Figure 1 .2 shows a simplified configuration of the IX column and the location of retained gas that will be used for estimating the maximum potential volume of gas that can be retained in the IX column. Figure 1 .2 also shows how the level of the sRF resin bed and the liquid level can increase. The location of the retained gas and the height of the liquid level are important for determining the hydrostatic pressure on the bubbles and the volume expansion when the gas is released from the column. A more accurate configuration of the column would include a non-cylindrical region below the bottom screen (the simplified configuration conservatively overestimates the volume of gas in the pancake bubble) and the upper region of the column would also be non-cylindrical and connected with piping that might increase the hydrostatic head on the retained bubbles. The effect of increasing the hydrostatic head, presumably due to liquid in piping above the column, is included in the analysis of the maximum retained gas. Bubble retention in settled beds of particles has been studied previously, and Gauglitz et al. (2012) and Schonewill et al. (2014) provide reviews of these studies. One key observation was that different mechanisms of gas retention will occur depending on the size of the settled particles, the bed height, and fluid and particle densities. Figure 1 .3 shows interstitial-liquid-displacing and particle-displacing bubbles retained within packed beds of particles (Gauglitz et al. 2012 ). Both of these gas retention mechanisms can occur in a bed of sRF resin, and they affect the settled bed differently. Because the hydrostatic head on the bubbles changes the volume of gas when released from the column, there is a need to describe how the different retention mechanisms affect the liquid and sRF resin levels in the column. For interstitialliquid-displacing bubbles, liquid is expelled from the bed, causing a rise in liquid level, but the sRF resin bed itself does not expand. In contrast, particle-displacing bubbles displace both particles and liquid, and this causes expansion of the sRF resin bed together with a rise in liquid level. To simplify and bound the estimate of maximum retained gas volume, separate analyses are conducted using only particle-displacing 1.4 bubbles and only interstitial-liquid-displacing bubbles, although both bubble types are likely to be present in the actual system.
As the volume of retained gas increases, a point is reached at which a spontaneous gas release occurs. The retained volume is at a maximum just prior to the spontaneous release. For beds of settled particles below a supernatant liquid layer, a buoyant displacement gas release event will occur when a settled bed with retained gas is neutrally buoyant in the supernatant liquid (Meyer et al. 1997 ). This represents the maximum potential retained gas volume within the resin bed. Figure 1 .4 also shows the configuration of gas as it necks into the slots between the wires from below the screen, forming multiple individual bubble fronts. The surface tension between the gas and liquid causes a pressure difference across the curved gas/liquid interface that is often called the capillary pressure (Dullien 1992) . For the front of a gas bubble to penetrate through the slot, the gas pressure needs to exceed the liquid pressure by the capillary pressure, and the magnitude of the capillary pressure increases as the opening becomes smaller. At the narrowest point in an opening, the capillary pressure reaches a maximum, often called the capillary entry pressure. Because of surface tension and the resulting capillary entry pressure, a large bubble can easily be held below the bottom screen. Section 4.0 provides an estimate for the maximum height of a pancake bubble retained below a slotted screen. .5 shows a configuration of gas (bubble fronts) necking through the openings between sRF resin beads that are supported by a Vee-Wire  screen. In this configuration, the openings between the sRF beads are smaller than the slots in the screen. For this configuration, the height of a potential bubble below the screen is greater than that of a bubble held by the slots in the screen. Section 4.0 provides an estimate for the maximum height of a pancake bubble held by a settled bed of sRF resin beads. As discussed above, hydrogen gas can be retained both in a settled bed of sRF resin and in a pancake bubble that forms under, and as a result of, the Johnson screen that supports the resin and/or the pore throats of the resin bed. Three different gas retention scenarios (cases) are considered for determining the maximum potential volume of gas released from the column.
• Case 1 -The sRF resin bed retains gas to be neutrally buoyant, and the maximum potential pancake bubble based on the slot opening in the Johnson screen also being retained. While it is unlikely that gas within the sRF resin bed and the gas below the Johnson screen would simultaneously reach their individual maximum retention values, this is a reasonable upper bound. This configuration is also physically plausible, but experiments have not been conducted to confirm this.
• Case 2 -The volume of uniformly distributed gas needed to make the sRF resin bed neutrally buoyant is first determined, and this volume of gas is then placed below the bottom screen to maximize the hydrostatic head and thus maximize the gas volume when released from the column. The volume of gas below the bottom screen is only the amount needed to make the sRF resin bed neutrally buoyant (i.e., no additional pancake bubble volume is considered), and it is assumed that no Liquid Gas Gas Gas
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Vee-Wire 1.6 gas is retained in the resin bed. This is a hypothetical configuration, but it is useful for estimating the maximum retained gas volume. If a bottom screen design is used that eliminates retention by the screen, this case represents the maximum volume of gas when released based on neutral buoyancy in the sRF resin bed.
• Case 3 -The sRF resin bed retains gas to be neutrally buoyant, and the maximum potential pancake bubble based on the pore throats in the sRF resin bed is also retained below the bottom of the bed (and the screen). This is an unphysical, but worst-case, bounding limit for gas retention in the column. The case is not physically plausible due to the fact that a neutrally buoyant sRF resin bed cannot support an additional gas volume in a pancake bubble, because the sRF resin bed would be displaced upward and release gas if a pancake bubble attempted to enter the bed from below. Further, for a pancake bubble that passes through the bottom screen, but does not enter the resin bed due to restriction by pore throats, the maximum volume (and equivalent height) of the pancake bubble is that which makes the resin bed, including any gas retained within, neutrally buoyant. This is bounded by Cases 1 and 2.
For each of these scenarios, gas release volumes are calculated for both particle-displacing and interstitial-liquid-displacing bubble retention mechanisms and for three different fluids equilibrated with sRF resin. The gas release volumes for these eighteen conditions (3 Cases × 2 bubble retention mechanisms × 3 fluids), from which the bounding (maximum gas volume released) condition is determined, are summarized in Section 5.0. Specific details of this project's approach to assuring quality are contained in the LAWPS Testing Program Quality Assurance Plan (67535-QA-001, Rev. 0) and associated implementing procedures. The QA plan describes how the procedures of the WWFTP QA program were used in conducting the work. The work described in this report was assigned the technology level "Applied Research," and was planned, performed, documented, and reported in accordance with procedure QA-NSLW-1102, Scientific Investigation for Applied Research. All staff members contributing to the work received proper technical and QA training prior to performing quality-affecting work.
2.1
Quality Assurance
3.1
sRF Resin Column Configuration and Fluid and sRF Resin Properties
To estimate the volumes of retained and potentially released gas, a number of physical properties and dimensions are needed. For the column, dimensions are needed for the depth of the gas-free sRF resin bed and the total depth of fluid in the column. The slot width of the Johnson screen is also needed for estimating the height of a gas bubble needed to overcome the capillary entry pressure that resists the penetration of a pancake bubble though the screen. Table 3 .1 summarizes these dimensions. To determine maximum gas retention in the sRF resin bed (neutral buoyancy of the bed in the supernatant liquid), which is presented in Section 5.0, the densities of the supernatant liquid and sRF resin beads (particles) and the porosity of the settled sRF resin bed are needed. To determine the maximum volume of a pancake bubble, which is presented in Section 4.0, the surface tension of the gas/liquid interface and the sRF particle diameter are also needed. The sRF particles are unique in that they are porous particles that change density and size depending on 1) the density and chemical constituents of the suspending solution in which they are equilibrated, and 2) whether the particles have been contacted with NaOH and are in the Na + form or if they have been contacted with acid, such as HNO3, and are in the H + form. Table 3 .2 summarizes these parameter values for the different sRF particle conditions and liquids used in analyses.
Liquid densities were measured with a pycnometer and the sRF particle density was measured with a displacement method (Flint and Flint 2002) . For the displacement method, the liquid density is independently determined using a pycnometer; separately, a measured mass of sRF particles is added to a pycnometer that is then filled with the suspending liquid and re-weighed. From the liquid density and mass measurements, the volume and density of the sRF particles can be determined. The sRF particles are porous and contain the suspending liquid within the particles. For these measurements, particles equilibrated with a suspending fluid were removed from the liquid and hand-dried by blotting with absorbent paper until the surface moisture was removed but the particles still contained the internal liquid.
3.2
The sRF particle diameters shown in Table 3 .2 were determined from optical microscopy photographs using a calibrated micro-ruler and are the average of 20 particles. Further details of the density and diameter measurements will be summarized in a future report. (a) This is the highest temperature used in gas generation studies with sRF resin (Colburn et al. 2017) and is selected as the maximum temperature for this analysis. Fig. 19 , for simulant SY1-SIM-93B with no added ammonia. (h) Minimum porosity given by Dullien (1992) , Section 1.2.8.2, for "close random packing" of identical spheres.
The minimum porosity for this range was selected because a lower porosity gives a high-density sRF resin bed and a higher neutral-buoyancy gas fraction (see Section 5.1.1) and, accordingly, provides a higher (conservative) volume of retained gas. N/A = not applicable 1 The methods for measuring sRF particle and liquid densities by the displacement method and particle diameters from microscope images will be described more completely in a future report: Gas Retention, Gas Release, and Fluidization of Spherical Resorcinol-Formaldehyde (sRF) Ion Exchange Resin, RPT-LPIST-005.
Potential Pancake Bubble below the Bottom Screen
A gas bubble can be retained below the bottom screen due to surface tension forces, or capillary forces, resisting the entry of the gas bubble through the narrow slots in the screen or the narrow pore throats in a settled sRF resin bed. A sufficiently large bubble may span the entire cross-section below the bottom screen and can be described as a pancake bubble. For pore throats with simple shapes, the pressure difference needed for a non-wetting phase, such as an air bubble, to pass through a pore throat filled with a wetting liquid, such as water, can be determined from the Young-Laplace equation (Dullien 1992) . Eq. (4.1) gives the Young-Laplace equation for the pressure difference across a curved interface between two static fluids due to surface tension and the shape of the interface:
where ∆ is the pressure difference, is the surface tension of the liquid, and 1 and 2 are the orthogonal radii of curvature. The pressure difference given by Eq. (4.1) is often called the capillary pressure, Pc, and when the pressure difference is sufficient for a gas bubble to enter a pore throat it is called the capillary entry pressure (Dullien 1992) . For the more complicated shapes of bubbles entering pore throats in porous materials, such as random packs of spheres, the capillary entry pressure can be estimated with the Young-Laplace equation, but typically using idealized pore geometries. An alternate approach for porous materials is to use experimental measurements of the fraction of the pore volume occupied by a non-wetting (gas) phase as a function of the applied capillary pressure, and estimating a capillary entry pressure from this relationship.
In equilibrium, and with continuous gas and liquid phases, the capillary pressure is balanced by hydrostatic pressure, and this gives a relationship between the capillary pressure and the height of a pancake bubble:
where ∆ is the difference in density between the two immiscible fluids, is gravitational acceleration, and ℎ is the height or thickness of a bubble. Below, the capillary entry pressure for the Johnson screen and corresponding potential pancake bubble height will be determined first and then the same will be estimated for a settled bed of sRF resin. Figure 4 .1 shows the geometry of a bubble front entering into the slot between the wires of a Johnson screen and a corresponding pancake bubble of height h in a column. For the slots in the Johnson screen, the bubble front has a cylindrical shape with R1 << R2. Assuming the contact angle is zero, which gives the largest capillary entry pressure and pancake bubble height, Eq. (4.1) simplifies to
The largest capillary entry pressure occurs when the bubble front is at the narrowest opening of the slot where the side of the bubble is at the sharp corners of the vee wires and R1 = d/2. When the bubble is at this location, R1 does not depend on angle of incline of the Vee-Wire  . Combining and re-arranging 4.2
Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3), gives the following relationship for the pancake bubble height:
Figure 4.1. Configuration of a gas bubble entering the slot of a Johnson screen where R1 is the radius of curvature, h is the height of the gas bubble, d is the width of the slots in the screen, θ is the contact angle and, φ is the angle of incline of the Vee-Wire  . Table 4 .1 gives results for the pancake bubble height for the bottom screen using the slot width given in Table 3 .1 (R1 = d/2) , the fluid properties given in Table 3 .2, and assuming a negligible gas density for the density difference Δρ. As shown by Eq.(4.4), the pancake bubble height increases with increasing surface tension but decreases with increasing density difference. The high-limit LAW has the largest surface tension, and this fluid is predicted to have the tallest pancake bubble despite having the highest liquid density. The bottom screen has a well-defined geometry and the fluid properties for the high-limit LAW are also well-defined, so a bounding value of 10 cm (0.1 m), just slightly larger than the high-limit LAW value, is selected to be used in the Case 1 gas volume calculations in Section 5.0. (a) This value exceeds the highest calculated result for the high-limit LAW. Because the screen geometry and fluid properties are reasonably well-defined, the bounding value is essentially equal to the maximum calculated value.
For bubble entry through the pore throats between sRF resin particles, the capillary entry pressure is estimated using both an idealized pore geometry and experimental capillary entry pressure data for a number of literature studies using uniform diameter spherical beads. To compare the different estimates, a normalized capillary entry pressure, � , as defined below, is used.
where is the radius of the spherical beads. In the literature studies, the liquid and gas phases are, typically, water in air or mercury in air.
For potential idealized pore shapes, the geometry giving the highest capillary entry pressure is used, as this gives a bounding upper estimate for the height of a pancake bubble. The pore throat in hexagonally close-packed uniform spheres is the smallest potential throat and results in the largest capillary entry pressure. Figure 4 .2 shows the geometry of the pore throat as an inscribed circle touching the spherical beads. As described by Kruyer (1958) , and as shown in Figure 4 .2, a geometrical relationship gives the radius of the pore throat between the close-packed spheres, Rm, in terms of the radius of the spherical beads as follows:
Rearranging gives
This result applies for uniformly-sized spherical beads of any radius. For a gas bubble with a hemispherical front entering this throat, the two radii of curvature in Eq. (4.1) (R1 and R2) are both equal to Rm. Combining this with Eq. (4.7), the normalized capillary entry pressure given by Eq. (4.5) becomes = 12.93 (4.8) This result is an upper bounding theoretical estimate for the capillary entry pressure of a uniform packing of sRF resin beads.
A number of experimental studies of porous materials have measured the fraction of the pore space occupied by a non-wetting phase as a function of the applied capillary pressure. As the capillary pressure is increased, the non-wetting phase enters progressively more of the pores as it displaces the wetting phase (air displacing water or mercury displacing air). There are a number of definitions in the literature for the capillary pressure of a non-wetting phase entering porous media. Dullien (1992) defines the breakthrough capillary pressure as corresponding to the "incipient formation of a continuum of the nonwetting phase through a pore network of arbitrarily large size," which is a condition where the nonwetting phase can flow through the connected pore network. For this evaluation of literature data, this definition is used and the satisfying condition is approximated as the capillary pressure when the nonwetting phase occupied about 30 percent of the pore space. For simplicity in this report, this is called the 4.4 capillary entry pressure. This method of estimating the breakthrough capillary pressure was selected to overestimate the maximum height of a pancake bubble. Geometry of a non-wetting gas phase in the pore throat between uniform, hexagonally closepacked spheres (Kruyer 1958) . Table 4 .2 summarizes experimental results from the literature, presented as normalized capillary entry pressures, and also shows the theoretical bounding estimate given by Eq. (4.8). There is variability in the literature values, but they are all noticeably less than the theoretical limit for hexagonal close-pack spheres. Because there are multiple experimental studies in the literature for packed beds of uniform spheres, which adequately represent settled beds of uniform sRF resin beads, and the literature results for the experimentally-based normalized capillary entry pressures are all considerably lower than the theoretical value, the experimental values can be used as a basis to estimate an upper bound for the capillary entry pressure in a bed of sRF resin. From the experimental results shown in Table 4 .2, a normalized capillary entry pressure of 6.8 is the largest value, and this will be used for estimating the maximum height of a potential pancake bubble. Originally presented by Kruyer (1958) (Fig. 4, Table 4 .3 gives the results for pancake bubble heights from Eq. (4.9) using the maximum capillary entry pressure from experimental studies shown in Table 4 .2 and also using the maximum theoretical capillary entry pressure for hexagonal close-packed spheres. The fluid and sRF resin properties are given in Table 3 .2 for each combination of fluid and sRF resin form covered in Table 4 .3. The results show that ambient temperature water with sRF resin in the H + form gives the largest pancake bubble for the various fluid / resin pairs. Using the highest experimental literature result for capillary entry pressure, rather than the maximum theoretical value that is overly conservative, the largest pancake bubble is estimated to be 24.2 cm for the ambient water / H + -form resin case. For the Section 5.0 calculations of the maximum amount of retained gas under Case 3 conditions, a 30.0 cm (0.3 m) pancake bubble is used as a single bounding height for all fluid / resin conditions. This value exceeds the highest estimated bubble height of 24.2 cm, by about 25% to account for the potential that sRF beads might have a normalized capillary entry pressure that exceeds the largest experimental value found in the literature. While the maximum theoretical value for hexagonal close packing exceeds the selected 30.0 cm bounding value, this theoretical value assumes perfect hexagonal packing, which is very unlikely as shown by the experimental data summarized in Table 4 .2 always being about half or less of the theoretical limit. For these reasons, 30.0 cm is used as the bounding pancake bubble height when held by the pore throats of a settled sRF resin bed. (a) This value exceeds the highest estimated bubble height of 24.2 cm by about 25% to account for the potential that sRF beads might have a normalized capillary entry pressure that exceeds the largest experimental value found in the literature for uniform spherical beads (see Table 4 .2). The maximum theoretical value for hexagonal-close-packed beads exceeds the selected 30.0 cm bounding value, but this theoretical value assumes a perfect hexagonal-packed bed, which is very unlikely as demonstrated by the experimental data summarized in Table 4 .2 being about half or less of the theoretical limit. For these reasons, 30.0 cm is used as the bounding pancake bubble height when held by the pore throats of a settled sRF resin bed.
Potential Retained Gas Volume in sRF Resin Bed Released to Break Tank
In this section, the potential retained gas volumes for the three different gas retention cases described in Section 1.1 are calculated. For each of these cases, three sets of liquid and equilibrated resin bead density conditions are evaluated and two gas bubble retention mechanisms within the sRF resin bed are analyzed. Section 5.1 summarizes the calculation method and Section 5.2 provides the results.
Calculation Method
As described for the three cases in Section 1.1, gas can be retained in the IX column during no-flow conditions both in the resin bed and under the bed or screen (see Section 4.0). This section presents the method for calculating the retained gas volume in the resin bed along with the approach for determining the volume of gas upon release into a break tank headspace.
5.1.1
Resin Bed Retained Gas Volume
As described by Meyer et al. (1997) , a sediment bed under a supernatant liquid layer can retain gas until the gas volume renders the bed buoyant in the liquid above it. This limit is used herein to estimate the maximum potential retained gas volume in a bed of sRF resin contained in an IX column. The gas fraction at this neutral buoyant condition, i.e., the volume of gas per the total bed volume (solid, liquid, and gas volume), can be defined by the phase densities and concentrations. For Hanford waste sediment, the neutral buoyant gas fraction is defined in Yarbrough 2013 as where ρL is the liquid layer density.
1 The gas-free sediment layer density, ρS, herein representing the sRF resin bed, is determined from conservation of mass of the resin beads and liquid matrix by
where ρP is the resin bead (particle) density and φb is the bed porosity. Eq. (5.1) results from a force balance at neutral buoyancy when the gas mass is neglected. Specific to this expression for the neutral buoyant gas fraction is the assumption that the gas bubbles are particle-displacing; an initially degassed bed will increase in volume equal to the volume of gas retained in situ. For liquid-displacing bubbles retained in the resin bed, the total bed volume remains constant at the degassed bed volume but the supernatant liquid volume is increased by the in situ gas volume. In this case, again neglecting the gas mass in the force balance at buoyancy, the neutral buoyant gas fraction can be written as ( )
The in situ gas volume is simply the neutral buoyant gas fraction, from either Eq. (5.1) or Eq. (5.3), multiplied by the volume of the gas-containing resin bed. For Eq. (5.1), the volume of the resin bed is increased, while it is constant for Eq. (5.3). The resultant gas volume, which is assumed to be uniformly distributed in the bed volumetrically, can be expressed in terms of moles through the ideal gas law. For these calculations, the gas pressure is a function of its location, as discussed in Section 5.1.3, and a temperature of 20 °C is used (lower temperature results in a larger number of moles for a given volume). From Table 3 .2, the density of the Na + -form sRF resin beads in water is greater than that of the H + form in water. With a larger resin bead density in the same liquid, the neutral buoyant gas fraction given by either Eq. (5.1) or Eq. (5.3) is increased, thereby increasing the retained gas volume. The Na + -form, rather than the H + -form, bead and liquid densities for the resin in water system are therefore used in obtaining results below for estimates of the maximum potential retained gas volumes. Such estimates are also obtained for the Na + -form resin / nominal LAW simulant and Na + -form resin / high-limit LAW simulant pairs using the physical properties summarized in Table 3 .2.
Large Bubble Retained Gas Volume
Cases 1 and 3 both have additional gas volumes in pancake bubbles, and Case 2 has a gas volume below the bed equivalent to the neutral buoyant gas volume of the resin bed. The volumes of gas retained in the Case 1 and Case 3 pancake bubbles, either by the screen or the resin bed itself, are determined using the bounding bubble heights developed in Section 4.0. As shown there, the calculated bubble heights are different for bubbles retained by the sRF resin bed and the Johnson screen and also vary with the resin/liquid composition and properties. However, single bounding values were selected and applied for all resin/liquid pairs: 0.1 m for the pancake bubble retained by the screen (Case 1) and 0.3 m for the pancake bubble retained by the resin bed (Case 3). In hypothetical Case 2, where the gas retained in the resin bed is assumed to be relocated to below the bottom screen for determining hydrostatic pressure on the gas, the gas volume is a function of the neutral buoyant gas fraction of the resin bed, which varies with the resin bead and liquid properties according to Eq. (5.1) with Eq. (5.2) or Eq. (5.3). The pancake bubbles in Cases 1 and 3 and the gas volume below the resin bed in Case 2 are assumed to be right circular cylinders spanning the IX column diameter.
Release Volume into Break Tank
As described in Section 1.0, release of the retained gas volume into a break tank headspace is of concern. Therefore, the in situ gas volumes are corrected to headspace volume using the ideal gas law assuming no temperature change between the in situ and headspace conditions. For the gas retained within the resin bed, the pressure at which the gas is assumed to be stored is taken as the hydrostatic pressure at half the resin bed depth, or
where PA is atmospheric pressure (taken as 101,325 Pa) and HL and Hb are the supernatant liquid layer and sRF resin bed heights, respectively. As noted in Section 5.1.1, the resin bed height varies with the assumption made for the mechanism of gas bubble retention in the bed, i.e., particle-displacing or liquiddisplacing bubbles. The assumptions of hydrostatic head and half-bed depth follow the approach used for flammable gas hazard evaluation in Hanford tank farms waste as described in Yarbrough 2013. A uniform gas fraction profile with sediment depth is a reasonable assumption for the porous resin bed, in which case the entire bed would be buoyant at the same time and the Yarbrough (2013) approach is appropriate. (See Wells et al. 2002 for a discussion of gas fraction profile in tank waste and buoyant depth.) The retained gas pressure in the pancake bubbles for Cases 1 and 3, as well as in the equivalent gas volume of Case 2, is taken as that given by Eq. (5.4), except the full resin bed depth is used.
Results
The calculated as-retained and as-released gas volumes and the corresponding moles of gas for Cases 1 through 3 are provided in Table 5 .1 for neutral buoyant gas fraction with particle-displacing bubbles in the resin bed and in Table 5 .2 for neutral buoyant gas fraction with liquid-displacing bubbles in the resin bed. The equivalent break tank volumes at 1 atm pressure are determined using 100% release of the gas volumes retained in the resin bed and below the screen. As noted previously and summarized in the tables, each of the three scenarios is assessed for three Na + -form sRF resin/liquid combinations. The tables also show the neutral buoyant gas fractions in the "Resin Bed" cells of the "Gas Location" columns. For Cases 1 and 3 that have pancake bubbles below the screen, Table 5.1 and Table 5 .2 give the heights of the idealized pancake bubbles in a cylindrical IX column (not a cone-shaped column bottom as shown in Figure 1 .1) that give the noted volumes of retained gas under the screen. For Case 2, as noted in Section 5.1.2, there is no defined pancake bubble and, therefore, no height of gas under the screen is shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5 .2. The gas volume "Under screen" in the tables for Case 2 is equivalent to the gas retained in the resin bed at neutral buoyancy that has been hypothetically relocated to the bottom of the sRF resin bed to maximize the hydrostatic pressure.
As discussed in Section 1.1, Case 3 is the worst-case scenario. This is substantiated by the results in Table 5.1 and Table 5 .2 that show Case 3 gives the largest break tank gas volume. For each case, the highest break tank gas volumes are achieved with water, followed by nominal LAW simulant, then by the bounding LAW simulant as the liquid in equilibrium with the resin in the IX column. Further, the largest gas volumes in the break tank are achieved using the neutral buoyant gas fraction with liquid-displacing bubbles, which are the results in Table 5 .2, rather than particle-displacing bubbles (Table 5 .1). For all the cases and different fluids, Case 3 with water gives the maximum calculated amount of gas in the break tank headspace, which is a volume of 0.521 m 3 at 1 atm pressure and 20 °C that corresponds to 21.6 moles retained in the column at 20 °C (Table 5 .2). The volume of gas released into the break tank is dependent on the liquid head above the retained gas as given by Eq. (5.4). Design details of the IX column, piping above the column, and location/elevation of the break tank are not yet available, so the maximum liquid column height is currently unknown. Alternatively, the release volume at atmospheric pressure for the maximum gas volume scenario (Case 3 with water and liquid-displacing bubbles) can be determined for a range of liquid column heights above the Johnson screen to allow maximum release volume estimates for a range of potential configurations. Figure 5 .1 gives the results for release volume as a function of the initial (pre-gas-retention) height of the liquid column above the Johnson screen. Also included for comparison are the results for Case 1 with water and liquid-displacing bubbles. The initial (lowest) values for Cases 1 and 3 in Figure 5 .1 are the respective values from Table 5 .2 with an initial (pre-gas-retention) water column height of 2.13 m (84 in.). The nominally 50% increase in liquid column height results in an approximately 9% increase in the gas release volume. 6.1
5.4
Conclusions
Three cases were considered for the location and quantity of retained gas, and for each case, results were obtained for two different gas retention mechanisms and three different fluid / sRF resin pairs. These cases and conditions were selected to provide bounding (maximum) estimates of the gas volume released. Based on an analysis of these cases, the following conclusions were reached:
• The largest released gas volume occurs with water / Na + -form sRF resin in the column in comparison to a nominal LAW or a bounding high-density LAW as the liquid in equilibrium with sRF resin.
• The largest released gas volume occurs using the neutral buoyant gas fraction determined with gas retained within the resin bed in liquid-displacing bubbles rather than by the alternate particledisplacing bubble gas retention mechanism.
• The largest released gas volume occurs with a bounding 30 cm (0.3 m) high pancake bubble retained beneath the resin bed (and bottom screen), resulting from capillary entry pressure restrictions at pore throats of the packed spherical resin beads.
• The maximum calculated volume of released gas is 0.521 m 3 at 1 atm pressure and 20 °C that corresponds to 21.6 moles retained in the column at 20 °C, assuming a pre-gas-retention liquid depth of 2.13 m (84 in.) above the bottom screen.
• The volume of gas released increases by approximately 9% for a nominally 50% increase in pre-gasretention liquid depth in the system from 2.13 m (84 in.) to 3.18 m (125 in.).
